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Introduction

Most people need a way to organize their thoughts, whether for academic

purposes or personal tasks, and many do this through keeping notes. However, the

accumulation of notes over time can lead to disorganization, making it difficult for

individuals to locate specific information. The absence of a reliable mainstream

application for efficiently organizing and conducting conceptual searches through the

content of notes has been a major setback for many.

NoteSmart offers an innovative solution to this challenge. This mobile application

allows users to create notes and automatically generates relevant tags by parsing the

content. Using these tags, NoteSmart groups together notes with similar content,

making it easier for users to evaluate their notes. Instead of having to scroll through a

large number of old notes to find specific content, users can search the tags for a

certain topic and see all notes that touch on that topic. NoteSmart leverages complex

natural language processing algorithms and Non-negative Matrix Factorization to parse

the content and generate tags that are relevant and helpful to the user.

To parse the note content and create the relevant tags, NoteSmart uses

advanced natural language processing algorithms that provide a semantic analysis of

the content. These algorithms identify the relationships between words and phrases in

the text, which enables the application to extract essential information from the note

content. By identifying the context in which specific words and phrases are used,

NoteSmart can generate tags that accurately capture the essence of the note.

Non-negative Matrix Factorization is a machine learning technique that allows the

application to look at the data within the notes and generate tags based on that



information. This technique is particularly useful in identifying patterns within the note

content, which helps in grouping notes with similar content. By utilizing non-negative

matrix factorization, NoteSmart provides a comprehensive way to organize notes,

ensuring that users can access their notes easily.

The uniqueness of the tag-generation feature in NoteSmart enables users to

search for specific notes based on the tags. Users can search for a particular tag, and

the application will return all of the user’s notes with that tag, thus providing a more

efficient way of organizing information. The user interface supports this feature by

allowing users to choose a specific tag and see an ordered list of all notes with that tag.

Overall, NoteSmart has several advantages over many other note-taking

applications and provides a more intuitive way of organizing notes. The use of natural

language processing algorithms and non-negative matrix factorization ensures an

accurate way of generating relevant tags, making the application more efficient in

organizing notes. NoteSmart represents a significant milestone in the development of

note-taking applications, as it combines the storage of user notes with the ability to

automatically analyze and organize those notes without needing users to perform any

additional actions.

Statement of Purpose and Problems Addressed

The NoteSmart application is an essential tool for organizing thoughts and ideas,

with a primary objective to efficiently organize users' notes and make it easier to find

information quickly and easily.



I aimed to investigate the level of note organization that is most helpful for users,

because both over-generalizing notes and under-generalizing notes can be equally

unhelpful. By exploring this, I was able to create a feature that allows users to view and

group notes efficiently while still being able to retrieve relevant information. Additionally,

I investigated the impact of these automatically-generated content tags on users'

abilities to find specific information.

Moreover, different users have different needs and preferences when it comes to

tags. Therefore, I further explored whether all users find the tags intuitive or whether

different users may find some tags intuitive but not others. With this, I could guarantee

the creation of a tagging system tailored to benefit the maximum number of users.

Finally, I evaluated the user interface of the NoteSmart application to ensure its

ease and intuitiveness to use. I wanted to guarantee a user-friendly, visually appealing,

and easy-to-navigate interface, as no application is useful without a well-thought

interface to guide users. In order to evaluate the efficacy of the user interface, I

gathered feedback from users in the form of user testing to ensure that the user

interface was intuitive and could meet their needs. My hope is that this project will lead

to the development of a tool that enhances note-taking productivity and provides a

better user experience.

Methods Used

In order to achieve the primary objective of the project, to create an improved

version of a notes application that can more efficiently organize users' thoughts and

make it easier for them to find the information they need, I used a combination of

different methods, algorithms, and investigative techniques. The NoteSmart application



uses natural language processing and non-negative matrix factorization techniques to

parse note data, create relevant tags, and store them in a database. Additionally,

NoteSmart uses the development of a backend and API that can send note data and

receive relevant tags. The simplistic and straightforward user interface creates an

aesthetic experience that users will enjoy.

Database:

The NoteSmart application stores all tag and note information in a database using

Supabase. Supabase is an open-source backend-as-a-service (BaaS) that makes it

easy to store, retrieve, and manage data. NoteSmart uses Supabase's database

features to store note data and tags in a structured format that can be easily queried

and analyzed.

Non-negative Matrix Factorization Technique:

To begin, I used existing natural language processing and matrix factorization

techniques to parse note data and create relevant tags. I leveraged natural language

processing algorithms to analyze the text within the notes and identify important words

and phrases. I then used matrix factorization techniques to identify latent factors within

the notes, such as topic clusters, to generate accurate and relevant tags. By utilizing

this technique, the NoteSmart application is able to take in any amount of notes with

any amount of content within each of them, turn the content into topic clusters, and then

assign a tag to that note for each of the topic clusters. This means notes with more



variety of information may have more tags generated, while notes that focus solely on

one topic may only have one or two tags associated with them.

User Interface:

The aesthetic user interface of NoteSmart was made using Swift. I used user-centered

design principles to make the user interface as intuitive and easy to use as possible.

NoteSmart also leverages existing design patterns and guidelines to create a visually

appealing interface that is consistent with modern design trends. Specifically,

NoteSmart’s user interface has a simplistic and minimalistic feel to it, while still

maintaining all functionality on each screen.

Figure 1: NoteSmart’s user interface flow



Backend and API:

While the tag-generation is the primary feature of the app, a backend and application

programming interface (API) are necessary in order to handle the application of the

algorithms to the notes data, and communicate the data from the database and

algorithms to the user interface. The backend and API calls were written in Python, with

structured language query (SQL) to communicate with the Supabase database.

Communicating directly with the Supabase database allows NoteSmart to easily retrieve

and store note data and relevant tags, and the API calls allow NoteSmart to call the

Non-negative matrix factorization algorithm on each note that the user writes in the app.

The API calls are also responsible for sending information from the database to the user

interface and vice versa, which is how NoteSmart can take the content from a note,

analyze it to generate tags, and then send the list of generated tags back to the user

interface to be presented to users.

Figure 2: The architecture of the NoteSmart app



User Testing:

To test whether NoteSmart allowed users to complete their desired tasks more quickly

than the iPhone default notes app, I recruited a group of participants who regularly use

notes apps and provided them with a set of tasks to complete using both NoteSmart

and the iPhone notes app. These tasks included searching for a particular note, finding

a specific part of a certain note, and organizing notes into categories. I asked the

participants to complete the tasks in both apps and timed their performance. I also

asked the participants to provide feedback on their experience using both apps,

including what makes it difficult to search for specific information on these kinds of apps.

Figure 3: User insights on the difficulties of current notes apps

Improving Generated Tags:

To ensure that the generated tags are accurate and relevant, I performed additional

research on natural language processing algorithmic techniques. I compared the



generated tags of NoteSmart using Non-negative matrix factorization to using Latent

Dirichlet Allocation. Latent Dirichlet Allocation is another common topic-analyzing

technique, but was not as successful with NoteSmart. This was due to the nature of the

types of notes that people commonly create, which tend to be simple and succinct. I

found that shorter pieces of text, such as these notes, were better suited for

Non-negative Matrix Factorization, while longer pieces of text, such as academic

papers, were better suited for Latent Dirichlet Allocation. Discovering this difference

between these two common models allowed me to fine-tune NoteSmart’s models and

ensure I was using the best algorithmic technique.

Results

The user testing showed that the inclusion of the tag-generation feature in

NoteSmart had a positive impact on users' overall ability to create and search through

their personal notes. Users were able to navigate their notes more efficiently and find

specific notes with the exact content they were looking for, even if the notes were

created a long time ago.

Users were able to find content in notes with an average of a 20% improved

search rate when looking for specific information in the default iPhone application

versus NoteSmart. This improvement supports that the tag-generation feature is a

valuable addition to the world of note-taking apps.

Furthermore, the user testing identified multiple important design and

functionality improvements. These enhancements included displaying all tags

associated with a note on the notes homepage for easy navigation and organization,



and enabling the ability to search for notes by content instead of only by tag. These

changes have helped make NoteSmart a more effective and user-friendly notes

application, and improved the overall user experience.

Figure 4: Improved Application Architecture Post-Testing

Discussion

The results of the testing confirmed the hypothesis that the tag-generation

feature enhances users' note-taking and searching experiences. The findings indicate

that NoteSmart's tag-generation feature is a valuable addition to the app and can

significantly improve users' abilities to create and search for personal notes.

Additionally, the design and functionality improvements made based on user feedback

were found to be effective in enhancing the overall user experience.



However, the user testing had a few limitations. The sample size of the user

testing was relatively small, of 10 users. Furthermore, the testing did not evaluate the

long-term effects of using the application with the tag-generation feature. Future

research could explore the tag-generation feature's long-term impact on note-taking and

searching experiences, particularly as users become more accustomed to the app and

its functionality.

Conclusion

Overall, the NoteSmart app, specifically the inclusion of the tag-generation

feature, can significantly improve users' ability to search through and handle their

personal notes. The results showed that users were able to navigate through their notes

more quickly and find specific notes with the exact content they were looking for, even if

the notes were created a long time ago. With an average of a 20% improved search

rate when compared to a notes app that does not include tags these results suggest

that tags can significantly improve the searchability and organization of notes, ultimately

enhancing users' note-taking experience.

The design and functionality improvements made to the application based on

user feedback were also found to be effective in enhancing the user experience. The

clarifications made to the tag-generation feature, such as displaying all tags associated

with a note and providing the ability to search for notes by tag, made it easier for users

to navigate through their notes and find specific information.

Future research could investigate the long-term impact of the feature on users'

note-taking and searching experiences, as well as explore additional design and



functionality improvements that could further enhance NoteSmart’s usability. By

improving the organization and searchability of notes, NoteSmart can enhance users'

note-taking experiences, making the application an extremely effective tool for personal

organization and productivity.
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